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Elective Recital: Trumpet Ensembles

Featuring Members of:
Amazin' Ewazens
Beta Brass
Shaunshank Rimdemption

Nabenhauer Recital Room
Saturday, March 24th, 2018
7:00 pm
Program

Fanfare for Nine Trumpets
Gustav Ciamaga (1930-2011)

An Olcott Overture!
Eric Ewazen (b. 1954)

Amazin' Ewazens

Suite Española Op. 47
No. 1: Granada
Isaac Albéniz (1860-1909)
arr. David Marlatt

Beta Brass

Darn that Dream
Jimmy Van Heusen (1913-1990)
and Eddie Delange (1904-1949)
arr. James Oclott

Shaunshank Rimdemption

Conquest
Erik Morales (b. 1966)

Amazin' Ewazens

Suite for Five Trumpets
I. Intrada
Ronald Lo Presti (1933-1985)

Beta Brass

There's a Great Day Coming
Will L. Thompson (1847-1909)
arr. Terry Everson

Shaunshank Rimdemption

Ave Maria
César Alejandro Carrillo (b. 1957)
arr. Rob Roy Mc Gregor
Personnel

**Amazin' Ewazens**
Aleyna Ashenfarb  
Peter Gehres  
Kristen Kasky  
Averi Parece  
Stephen Russell  
Kristen Warnokowski

**Beta Brass**
Hayden Bustamante  
Marí Larcheveque  
Christopher Pitcher  
Austin Rannestad  
Jennifer Rupert  
Stephen Ryan

**Shaunshank Rimdemption**
Matthew Brockman  
Thomas Iandolo  
Elliot Lowe  
Shaun Rimkunas  
Evan Schreiber  
Alexander Stuart